Newscast - Evening - Larger Markets

DACA/DAPA: Sueo Roto/ Broken Dream KBLR TELEMUNDO LAS VEGAS
Xochitl Sandoval

NOCHE DE ELECCIONES KINC TV UNIVISION NEVADA
Angel Covarrubias
Benjamin Zamora
Gabriel Preciado
Nathaly Alcala
Giulianna Collato

DEBATE NIGHT IN LAS VEGAS FOX5 LAS VEGAS
Cristi Jessee
Suzanne Herman
Duncan Phenix
Judith Greene

San Diegans Protest Donald Trump KFMB-TV, CBS News 8
Louis Weiner
Barbara Richards
Dean Elwood

KUSI News at 6pm KUSI
Brittany Silverstein
Alyce Sadik
10News at 11:00: Violence Erupts at Police Protest KGTV 10News

Lori Herbold

What happens in Vegas shouldn't always stay in Vegas--The Presidential Debate KSWB-TV Fox 5 San Diego

Raha Sheik

11pm Newscast 10/25/16 KTNV

Matt Jones

Zachary Prudhomme

Deadly El Cajon Police Shooting NBC 7 San Diego

Jessica Cox

Violent Protests In North Carolina NBC 7 San Diego

Jessica Cox

Dan Geduld

Breaking News on News3 at 5pm KSNV

Mark Neerman

Last Presidential Debate 11pm KBLR TELEMUNDO LAS VEGAS

Xochitl Sandoval

ALEJANDRA Ortiz Chagin
10News at 6:00: Gunned Down in a Taco Shop Parking Lot
Frances Fedoriska

THE DAY AFTER ELECTION: November 9, 2016 6pm
Xochitl Sandoval

Riots at Donald Trump Rally
Jessica Cox
Dan Geduld

10News at 6:00: Tornado Warning Sounds in San Diego
Frances Fedoriska

10News at 5:00: Donald Trump takes San Diego by storm!
Rose Arslan

10News at 7:00: Protests, Chaos in El Cajon
Michael Rozzen

The Now San Diego: Wildfires Sparked by Summer Scorcher
Chaas Toborg
Contamination Chaos  KLAS
Thomas Holt
Brittany Edney
Shakala Alvaranga
Christopher Benka
Nebyou Solomon

In The Line Of Duty  KESQ
Ariane Stroschein
Joseph Galli
Dante Walker
Michelle Guterman
Jami Gomez

Newscast - Evening - Smaller Markets

KSBY News at 6: Bar Fire Evacuations  KSBY
Hannah Hawks

23ABC News at 5  KERO-TV
Leeza Starks

Bakersfield Police Corruption  KBAK-TV
Jeff Lenk
Lauren Llanos
Jordan Marquez
17 News at 5   KGET
Michael Trihey

S.W.A.T. and Bridge Dangler   KFMB
Albert Columbo
Jim Bunner

Newscast - Morning - Larger Markets

FOX5 News This Morning   KVVU
Kristin Bernal
Judith Greene
Valarie Peritz
Julie Martorano
Cristi Jessee

6AM - Christmas Tree Tragedy   KFMB-TV
Marcella Lee
Kaitlin Shantiai
Albert Columbo
Angie Yang
Julio Vazquez

CBS News 8 at 11 A.M.   KFMB-TV
Kurt Boyd
5.2 Earthquake Shakes San Diego Awake  KGTV 10News
James Gorcos

10News This Morning - Serial Killer Targeting Homeless KGTV 10News
Emily Burns

NBC 7 News Today: Election Day NBC 7 San Diego
Andrew Madarang

It isn't always sunny and 72 in San Diego--The Fox 5 Morning News KSWB-TV Fox 5 San Diego
Meagan Medick

Showdown on the southeast side - The Fox 5 Morning News KSWB-TV Fox 5 San Diego
Meagan Medick

The Erskine Fire KBFX-TV
Jeff Lenk
Malcolm Hoyle
Josh Damien

Newscast - Morning - Smaller Markets

17 News at Sunrise KGET
Michael Trihey

KSBY News - Daybreak KSBY
Ernesto Garcia
Leeza Starks

**Newscast - Weekend - Larger Markets**

**Crowd Crushed at Chicano Park** KNSD NBC 7

Dan Geduld

**Weekend Broadcast December 4th, 2016** KSWB FOX 5 San Diego

Maria Arcega-Dunn

Aja Wheeler

Jerry McCormick

**10News Weekend - Truck Careens off Coronado Bridge** KGTV 10News

Matthew O'Connor

**Rainy Day in San Diego** KNSD

Jill Duran

**El Nino's Powerful Punch** KFMB

Mike Menninger

Marcella Lee

Steve Price

**KUSI News at 6pm: Deadly Freeway Plane Crash** KUSI

Brittany Silverstein
Las Vegas Reacts to Orlando Attack  KVVU-TV
Brandi  Weeks
Cristi Jessee
Judith Greene

Newscast - Weekend - Smaller Markets

23ABC Weekend News - 11 p.m.  KERO-TV
Leeza Starks

Fire Closes Hearst Castle  KEYT/KCOY
Tracy Lehr

KSBY News at 11: Chimney Fire Evacuations  KSBY
Selena  Alvarado
Matt Van Slyke

17 News at 5 Weekend  KGET
Michael  Trihey

Journalistic Enterprise

NBC 7 Responds  NBC San Diego
Bob Hansen
Tom Jones
Erica Byers
Darcy Spears Composite
Darcy Spears

Rio!
Chloe Beardsley

Pounding The Pavement
Matt Mendes

Allison Ash Team 10 Composite
Allison Ash-Burke

THIS ONE'S FOR "PONYGIRL"
CHRISTINE MADDELA

Noticiero Telemundo Las Vegas: Mas Noticias Hoy
Xochitl Sandoval

Candice Nguyen Journalistic Enterprise
Candice Nguyen

Adam Herbets 2016
Adam Herbets

Freed But Forgotten: A Proposition 47 Investigation
Kristen Hwang
Anthony Plascencia
COWAN & CROOKS IN RIO  KSNV
Reed Abplanalp-Cowan
Adrian Crooks
Mark Neerman
Audra Swain
Stephanie Wheatley

Maya Trabulsi - Journalistic Enterprise  KPBS
Maya Trabulsi

A Look at Law Enforcement: Ride-Along with Desert Hot Springs Police  KESQ News Channel 3
Zak Dahlheimer
Dante Walker

Steve Atkinson's Composite: Covering San Diego Is Like A Good Buzz That Never Ends  KGTВ 1ABC10
Steve Atkinson

8 On Your Side: Solving Problems In Southern Nevada  KLAS
Michelle Mortensen
Sarita Kichok

Silence Broken: A Message from the Mother of a Mass Murderer  KGTВ 10News
Kimberly Hunt
San Diego In-Depth      The San Diego Union-Tribune

Luis Cruz
Howard Lipin
Lara Hochuli
Alejandro Tamayo
Sharon Heilbrunn
David Brooks
Allison Sampite-Montecalvo
Peter Rowe
Jeanette Steele
Beto Alvarez

Team Coverage

In The Line Of Duty Team Coverage - Charges & Donations      KESQ
ARIANE STROSCHEIN
Zak Dahlheimer
Katie Widner

MUERTE DE JUAN GABRIEL: LAS VEGAS MOURNS      KBLR TELEMUNDO LAS VEGAS
XOCHITL Sandoval
Aurelia Fierros

Presidential Debate at UNLV      KSNV
Mark Neerman
Honoring a Fallen Hero KGTV 10News
Doris Lewis

Blue Cut Fire Live Team Coverage KESQ
ARIANE STROSCHEN
Joseph Galli
Zak Dahlheimer

Donald Trump Wins 2016 Presidential Race NBC 7 San Diego
Nina Thompson

23ABC News - Erskine Fire at 5 p.m. KERO-TV
Leeza Starks

Mercury Scare at a Local School KLAS
Kody Stover
Karen Castro
Shakala Alvaranga
Nebyou Solomon
Palm Springs Officers Shot and Killed  KESQ / CBS Local 2

Timothy Kiley
Sarah-Jayne Simon
Stephanie Marroquin
Zak Dahlheimer
John Gilhuly
Jeff Stahl
Kris Long
Jami Gomez
Jeremy Chen
Dante Walker
Rich Tarpening
Lauren Coronado

Last Presidential Debate: Ultimo Debate Presidencial- 6pm  KBLR TELEMUNDO LAS VEGAS

Xochitl Sandoval
Martha Saldana
Aurelia Fierros

Donald Trump Rallies in San Diego  NBC 7 San Diego (KNSD)

Nina Thompson
Jason Guinter
Mercury Spill  FOX5 LAS VEGAS
CHRISTINE MADDELA
Brandi  Weeks
Judith  Greene
Robbie  Hunt
Adam Herbets
Duncan Phenix
Suzanne Herman
Miguel Martinez-Valle
John Huck
Kurt Rempe
Michael Doria
Peter Dawson

Masacre en Orlando  KINC Univision Nevada
Martha  Saldana
BEGONA MARIA FERNANDEZ
Rafael  Henriquez

Chaos Erupts at Donald Trump Rally  KGTV 10News
Sarah Cowan

The Erskine Fire- Day 2  KBAK-TV
Jeff Lenk
LAUREN LLANOS
Jordan  Marquez
Winter Storm Hits San Diego   NBC 7 San Diego (KNSD)
Nina Thompson
Bobby Prom

Breaking/Spot News Coverage

Crude Oil Pipeline Ruptures in Ventura   KEYT
Kelsey Gerckens

Chaos Erupts at Donald Trump Rally   KGTV 10News
Sarah Cowan

Wildfires Sparked by Summer Scorcher   KGTV 10News
Frances Fedoriska

Violence in El Cajon: Alfred Olango Protests   KUSI News
William Feather

Breaking News Blue Cut Fire   KESQ News Channel 3
Chris Tarpening
Joseph Galli

March 7, 6pm - Breaking News/Spot News Coverage   KBLR TELEMUNDO LAS VEGAS
KIM Ruesga

Deadly Bus Crash   KMIR / KPSE
Ross Becker
Cedar Fire  KGET - TV 17
Alexander Fisher

DUI crash results in mass-casualty incident  KUSI News
William Feather
Douglas Aguillard

Donald Trump Rally in San Diego Turns Violent NBC 7 San Diego
Lori Brown

FLASH FLOODS IN LAS VEGAS: INUNDACIONES KBLR/TELEMUNDO LAS VEGAS
Xochitl Sandoval
Adriana Guzmán

MUHAMMAD ALI DEATH KBLR TELEMUNDO LAS VEGAS
Aurelia Fierros
Frederik Oldenburg Flores

DALLAS SHOOTING: TIROTEO EN DALLAS KBLR TELEMUNDO LAS VEGAS
Aurelia Fierros
Alejandra Ortiz Chagín

Brush Fire Comes Close to Homes NBC 7 San Diego (KNSD)
Nina Thompson
Jason Guinter

11-99 Officer Down  KGT 10News
Sarah Cowan
**Homeowner discovers home is no longer standing**

Christina Lopez

**SDPD Officer Killed in Line of Duty**

Andrew Madarang

MaryEllen Eagelston

**November 8th, Election Day**

Xochitl Sandoval

JOSE GUDIÑO

Martha Saldana

**17 News Erskine Fire Breaking News**

Michael Trihey

**Entire neighborhoods burned down in South Lake by the Erskine Wildfire**

Christina Lopez
**Swift Water Rescue**  
Mark Neerman  
Stephanie Wheatley  
Jim Snyder  
Reed Abplanalp-Cowan  
Thomas Hawley  
Ryan Goodman  
Kelsey Tardio  
Chloe Beardsley  
Marie Mortera  
Erin Johnson

**TRUMP PROTESTS TAKE OVER DOWNTOWN SAN DIEGO**  
FOX 5 San Diego  
Andrew Luria  
Jenn Rhamy  
Robert Burns  
Maria Arcega-Dunn

**Tracking the Explosive Erskine Fire**  
KBAK-TV  
Hanna Battah  
Steve Mills

**OFFICER INVOLVED SHOOTING IN ENCINITAS**  
KUSI-TV  
Michael Saucedo
10News Breaking Weather Alert: Tornado Warning Sounds in San Diego

Tiffani Lupenski

Palm Springs Police Officers Killed

Ross Becker

General Assignment Report - Within 24 Hours

Borrego Springs Beauty

Gary Buzel

The Blue Cut Fire Day 1

Chris Tarpening
Joseph Galli
Michelle Guterman

News crews reflect on San Bernardino attack

Zak Dahlheimer
Kent Kay

911 call details wild ride for woman trapped in stolen horse trailer

Kenneth Mashinch

My life as an MMJ

Jenny Day
**Sledding in a Cemetery**  NBC 7 San Diego

Bridget Naso

**The Lemonade Stand**  KSNV-TV

Denise Rosch

George Enrique Romero

**Julia's Wish**  KFMB CBS News 8

Abigail Alford

**Serna OIS Timeline Piece_Kristen Powers_**  KBAK/KBFX

Kristen Powers

**In The Line of Duty - Fallen Officers Father Speaks Out**  KESQ

Ariane Stroschein

**Homeless man defends having dog after woman claims animal cruelty in viral post**  KVVU FOX5 Las Vegas

Alyssa Deitsch

**Save Paradise Ranch**  KLAS

Christopher Benka

Thomas Holt

**Life in the Tunnels**  KUSI TV

Sasha Foo

David Krueger
It Was Worth Waiting For  KGTV, 10News
Joe Little

General Assignment Report - No Time Limit

The Bat Cave  KSNV-TV
Denise Rosch
George Enrique Romero

A Father's Quest for Justice  KLAS
Brittany Edney
Christopher Benka

Police Shooting of Alfred Olango Leads to National Protests  KFMB-TV/ CBS NEWS 8
Gene Kang

Child Protective Services Loses Baby  NBC 7 San Diego
Candice Nguyen

San Diego Remembers Fallen Hero: Police Officer Jonathan DeGuzman  KFMB-TV CBS New 8
Gene Kang

FAMILY REUNITED WITH REMAINS: URNA PERDIDA  KBLR TELEMUNDO LAS VEGAS
AXEL Turcios
Investigative Report - Single Story or Series

Who Killed Kathleen Heisey? KGET 17 News
Steve Womack
Olivia Lavoice
Michael Trihey

Tijuana Migrants Hide In Tunnels Amid Deadly, Targeted Police Raids KPBS
Jean Guerrero
Katie Schoolov
Richard Klein

Sheriff Department’s stolen guns KBAK-TV
Adam Herbets

Welfare Fraud Investigation KBAK-TV
Kyle Harvey

America's Finest City Attracting Sex Traffickers CW6 San Diego
NATASHA SWEATTE

Squatter preys on 90-year old widow KGET 10News
Allison Ash-Burke

Neal Falls and the forgotten KVVU
Cyndi Lundeberg
BIG DEAL DUI  KESQ
Karen Devine
Chris Tarpening

Violator Valets  KNSD
Dave Summers
Mark Leimbach
Lynn Walsh
Elroy Spatcher

Water District Printer Cartridge Scam  KLAS-TV
George Knapp
Matthew Adams

Judge Criticized For Exchange With Child  KLAS-TV
Bill Roe
Vanessa Murphy

I-Team Investigation: Tour Bus Safety  KESQ News Channel 3
Zak Dahlheimer
Jami Gomez

Monjas de la Marihuana  KINC Univision Las Vegas
Eric Jimenez
Jorge Avila
Rafael Henriquez
Dental Deception  KGTV 10News
Allison Ash-Burke

Freed But Forgotten: A Proposition 47 Investigation  The Desert Sun
Kristen Hwang
Anthony Plascencia

Tracking California's Stolen Guns  NBC 7 San Diego
Mari Payton
Lynn Walsh
Jay Yoo

Guilty Until Proven Innocent  Fox5 Las Vegas- KVVU
Cyndi Lundeberg

Football mom pockets league funds  KGTN 10News
Allison Ash-Burke

Hidden Traffic Ticket Costs  KBAK-TV
Mimi Elkalla

Giving Jane A Name  KVVU
Cyndi Lundeberg

Children's Park or Criminal Hangout?  NBC 7 San Diego
Lynn Walsh
Mari Payton
Jay Yoo
FRAUDE SIN LIMITES   KINC TV UNIVISION NEVADA
Olga Janette Mata

INOCENCIA INTERRUMPIDA   XHAS Telemundo 33 SAN DIEGO - TIJUANA
Claudia Orozco

News Special

Presidential Debate at UNLV Preview   FOX5 Las Vegas
Kristen Kidman
Judith Greene

CHRISTINE MADDELA
Cyndi Lundeberg
Eric Hilt
Kevin Bolinger
John Huck
Miguel Martinez-Valle
Ray Arzate
Doug Soule
Richard Thomas
Cristi Jessee

TRANSICIÓN DE PODER: Transition of Power Weekend Show   KBLR TELEMUNDO LAS VEGAS
Xochitl Sandoval
NEWS SPECIAL- POLICE OFFICERS VEGA AND ZEREBNY MEMORIAL

Janet Zappala

911 Special
FOX 5 San Diego

Jerry McCormick

Officer De Guzman Funeral
NBC SAN DIEGO

David Villasenor
Claudine Contreras

Vegas Is Hockey
FOX5 Las Vegas

Kristen Kidman
Judith Greene
CHRISTINE MADDELA
John Huck
Kevin Bolinger
Les Krifaton
Elizabeth Watts
Levi Creeger
Robbie Hunt
Suzanne Herman
Richard Thomas
Miguel Martinez-Valle
Nevada's Only Senate Debate  KLAS-TV
Ian Russell
Steve Sebelius
DENISE VALDEZ
Terri Foley
JOYCE KOTNIK
Felix ?

DACA/DAPA: La Batalla Final  NBC/Telemundo KBLR
Viridiana Vidal  Gonzzali
Johali  Carmona
Doninyer Zapata

California Counts: Race for the Senate Debate  KPBS News
Kris Vera-Phillips
Ena Newell
Donn Johnson
Scott Stinson
Jon Yim
Kurt Kohnen
Roland Lizarondo

Honoring a Local Hero: The Funeral Procession for a Fallen Navy Seal  KSWB
Sydney Lampe
8 News NOW Remembers 9/11 KLAS

Kody Stover

Christianne Klein

The Erskine Fire: One Month Later KBAK-TV

Jeff Lenk

Jordan Marquez

Day of Giving: Fundraiser for Fallen Palm Springs Police Officers KESQ / CBS Local 2

Kent Kay

Timothy Kiley

Joseph Galli

Stephanie Marroquin

Zak Dahlheimer

Brooke Beare

ARIANE STROSCHEIN

Dante Walker

Rich Tarpening

Sarah-Jayne Simon
Caucus Presidencial Democrata Nevada 2016  KINC-UNIVISION LAS VEGAS

Martha Saldana
Rafael Contreras
Gabriel Preciado
Rafael Henriquez
Evelyn Pardo-Vinat
Kathia Lopez-Santos
Jorge Avila
Juan Ulises Juarez

Velorios Inusuales  KINC Univision Las Vegas
Eric Jimenez

Forever Families  KLAS
Alan Squires
Dave Courvoisier

News - Arts/Entertainment - Single Story or Series

The Haunted House Live Weathercast  KSNV-TV
Kevin Janison

ALEJANDRO MILLAN: UN COLOMBIANO MUY CHARRO. KINC TV UNIVISION NEVADA
Juan Ulises Juarez
Music Helping Young Cellist Find Her Voice  XETV (CW6 News)
Audra  Stafford

The Wave of the Future KGTV 10News
Zachary Wonderlie

Marching Band: As Hard as Sports  KESQ
Jeremy Chen

Inside Criss Angel's Magic Compound  KVVU
Sean  McAllister

I Love the 70's!  KVVU-TV
Jason  Feinberg

EN FAMILIA- Al Migrar (Ballet)  ENTRAVISION COMMUNICATIONS
Paulina Castro

Ramon "Chunky" Sanchez Dies  NBC 7 San Diego
Ramon  Galindo

VEGAS: Year in Review  KVVU-TV
Jason  Feinberg
Jessica  Weldy

Inside the Artist Studio  DesertSun.com
Marilyn Chung
World of Wonder: San Diego Rep's 40th Anniversary  KUSI
Douglas Friedman
Dave Scott
Kyle Wilcox

Exclusiva Mansin de Juan Gabriel en Las Vegas  KINC Univision Las Vegas
Eric Jimenez

The Accidental Artist  KGTV ABC10 San Diego
Steve Atkinson

Vegas Stripped: A Day In The Life Of Frank Marino  Las Vegas Review-Journal
Rachel Aston

Beer Man Bruce, Your Ultimate Baseball Hawker At Cashman Field  Las Vegas Review-Journal
Rachel Aston

Art To Combat the Challenge of Today’s Generation  Las Vegas Review-Journal
Rachel Aston

Vegas Stripped: Behind the Scenes of a Firework Show  Las Vegas Review-Journal
Rachel Aston

Vegas Stripped: Closer to the Lord on Fremont Street  Las Vegas Review-Journal
Rachel Aston

Vegas Stripped: Graffiti canvas changes for 'saved' artist  Las Vegas Review-Journal
Rachel Aston
KGET Merle Haggard KGET

Michael Trihey

LA MANSION DE JUAN GABRIEL KBLR TELEMUNDO LAS VEGAS

ERIC Jimenez

LA SEGUNDA MADRE DE JUAN GABRIEL KBLR TELEMUNDO LAS VEGAS

ERIC Jimenez

Circus Collective The San Diego Union-Tribune

David Brooks

IDAHO: A Spud-Tastic new Show! KVVU TV

Rachel Smith

Superstore's Nico Santos: A Filipino Gay Immigrant's Story KMIR

MANNY DELA ROSA

My Name is Jason Voorhees: The Man Behind The Hockey Mask KMIR

MANNY DELA ROSA

Jazz at the Jacobs KUSI-TV

Dave Scott

David Krueger

Pokemon in the Park KUSI TV

Sasha Foo
News - Business/Consumer - Single Story or Series

Dine or Dump? KSNV-TV
Christine Kim

DULCE FRIVOLIDAD   UNIVISION NEVADA
Jorge Avila
Giulianna Collato

Legal Weed in California: Is your vote for pot Profitable or Poisonous?  KGTV ABC10 San Diego
Steve Atkinson
Steve Fedoriska

Publisher's Clearing House, Caleb's Law and McDonald's Oatmeal   KGTV
Robert Santos

Ganando Dinero en la red   KINC TV UNIVISION NEVADA
Juan Ulises Juarez

Small Ideas, Great Businesses   KINC Univision Las Vegas
Eric Jimenez

8 On Your Side Consumer Reports   KLAS
Michelle Mortensen
Sarita Kichok
Hometown Buffet workers: "Kicked to the curb"  
KGTV San Diego  
Jonathan Horn

Try It Before You Buy It  
KLAS  
Michelle Mortensen  
Sarita Kichok

NEGOCIANDO CON LA MUERTE  
KINC 15 UNIVISION LAS VEGAS -NEVADA  
Begona Maria Fernandez  
Jorge Avila

Los Angeles Rams are Here to Stay  
City of Thousand Oaks, TOTV  
Richard D. Swingler

Seven-year-old starts business to help the homeless  
KGTV  
Brian Shlonsky

Straight to Collections  
KNSD, NBC 7  
Bob Hansen  
Tom Jones  
Erica Byers

The Need for Speed  
KSNV  
Jim Snyder  
Chris Jones

Gun Shop Advertising  
KBAK-TV  
Kyle Harvey
The process behind obtaining an assault-style rifle in Kern County

Christina Lopez

Team 10 Consumer: Working to get results for San Diego

Melissa Mecija

**News - Crime - Single Story or Series**

Gaps in the Border Fence: Who's Watching While You Sleep?

Steve Atkinson

Homicide Tracker: Victim Story

Kristin Williams

Tabatha Mills

Family Abuse and Deception

Axel Turcios

Guarding OJ

Denise Rosch

George Enrique Romero

**Attorney Suicide Revealed to be Murder**

George Knapp

Matthew Adams
I yelled, "Go outside right now! Get outside!" KGTV

Jonathan Horn

Bakersfield Train Burglaries   KBAK-TV  "Eyewitness News"

Kyle Harvey

Homicide Tracker: Ruthie Jean Franklin KGET

Olivia  Lavoice

Fake Doctor busted   KBAK-TV

Adam Herbets

Squatters Among Us   KVVU-TV/FOX5

John Huck

Jason  Westerhaus

Super Meth   KGET, San Diego

Timothy Hahn

Bree Steffen

Inside Los Prietos Boys Camp   KCOY

Scott Hennessee

Crimewave: This Is A Community Problem   Las Vegas Review-Journal

Rachel  Aston
Blind man's wheelchair stolen  KEYT
Tracy Lehr

Family of woman convicted of murdering stepson: 'It's a terrible injustice'  KESQ
Joseph Galli

Homeless Attacks  KNSD
Calvin Pearce

Sold for Sex on Back Page  NBC7
Monica Dean

Sin Justicia Ni Paz: El Homicidio de Pepe  KBLR TELEMUNDO LAS VEGAS
Antonio Rodriguez

SUPER DRUGS / THE BATTLE  KSNV-TV
Ray Arzate
Nathan O'Neal

I'm supposed to be dead  KBAK-TV
Matthew Boone

Exclusive Interview: Alex Rubio speaks on fatal DUI-related crash that killed Princess Almonidovar  KGET
Christina Lopez
News - Education/Schools - Single Story or Series

Planting for the Future  County News Center
Suzanne Bartole

Donovan Productions  Entravision - Telemundo XHAS 33
CLAUDIA ESTEPHANIA BAEZ
ROBERTO ROMERO

Reading, Writing and Accountability  KGTV
Adam  Hillberry
Adam  Racusin

Mi Escuelita: Helping Children Heal  The San Diego Union-Tribune
Luis  Cruz
Allison  Sampite-Montecalvo
Lara  Hochuli
Beto  Alvarez

High levels of arsenic found in Arvin High School's drinking fountains  KGET
Christina Lopez

What I Wish My Parents Knew  KGTV 10 News
Steve Fedoriska
The Invisible Children  KFMB-TV
Richard Allyn
James  Mann

Degree Dilemma: Principal Without PhD  KNSD, NBC 7
Lynn Walsh
Rory Devine
JW August
Jay Yoo

fabrica de triunfadores  KGET/Telemundo
Andres Herrera
Candy Caceres

Students holding weapons published in yearbook photos  CBS Local 2, KESQ News Channel
Kelley Moody
Zak Dahlheimer

Highlighting Hope  KGT, 10News
Joe Little
News - Environment - Single Story or Series

**Mission Trails Bobcat Release**  City of San Diego Communications Dept.
Shea Johnson
Jane Andreasik

**Even At Lake Mead, Eagles Prefer the North**  Las Vegas Review-Journal
Rachel Aston

**Wildland Fire Training**  City of San Diego Communications Dept.
Shea Johnson
Perette Godwin

**Nuclear Storage Plans for San Onofre**  KNSD NBC7
JW August
Lynn Walsh

**The Useless Sea: Saving the Salton Sea**  KESQ-TV
Jeff Stahl

**What do you know? It may matter where you go!!**  KLAS
Michelle Mortensen

**Burrowing Owls**  City of Las Vegas, KCLV-TV
David Riggleman
New festival for the Coachella Valley?  CBS Local 2
Kelley Moody
Zarina Khairzada
Clarissa Ayala

Burned Alive - Saving the Giant Sequoias  KBAK/KBFX
Matthew Boone

Hunting the Hunters  KTNV
Kean Bauman
Darcy Spears

Mining The Grand  KSNV-TV
Ray Arzate
Gai Phanalasy
Denise Rosch

Climate cracks showing in Nevada pine nut harvest  Las Vegas Review-Journal
Michael Quine

Desert Tortoise KSNV
Denise Rosch
George Enrique Romero

Tortoises v. Ravens  CBS Local 2
Kelley Moody
Dante Walker
News - Health/Science - Single Story or Series

NARCAN: Helping or Hurting Heroin Users?  NBC 7 San Diego
Mari Payton
JW August
Tom Jones
Erica Byers

A mom and the blood transfusion that nearly killed her  KGTV
Melissa Mecija

Living with Microcephaly  NBC7
Monica Dean

Reno Man’s Suffering From Undiagnosed Disease Also Traps Mother  Las Vegas Review-Journal
Rachel Aston

Medical Marijuana in Nevada  KINC Univision Las Vegas
Eric Jimenez

The Hook-Up Alert  KSNV
Jim Snyder
Chris Jones

Stage Four  KGT, San Diego
Bree Steffen
Timothy Hahn
Ezekiel's Strength  KSNV-TV
Ray Arzate
Denise Rosch

New Treatment - Renewed Hope  KGT 10News
Jessica Chen

Tobacco sting protects youth  CBS Local 2
Kelley Moody
Dante Walker
Christopher R. Flicker
Jeff Rauch

CRIOTERAPIA: AL FILO DE LA MUERTE  KINC 15 UNIVISION LAS VEGAS -NEVADA
BEGONA MARIA FERNANDEZ
Jorge Avila

The Fight to Cure FA, an Incureable Disease  CW 6 San Diego
Neda Iranpour

Female Genital Mutilation: The Aftermath  KPBS
Jean Guerrero
Katie Schoolov

Hope for Parkinson's Patients: Victims of Pesticides' Dirty Little Secret  KGT 10News
KIMBERLY HUNT
Vida Robada  KINC Univision Nevada
Benjamin Zamora
Cesar  Contreras

Robot extends arms of surgeons, reduces recovery time for cancer patient  KBAK/ KBFX
HANNA BATTAH

Kratom: Healing Herb or Dangerous Drug?  KPBS
Maya  Trabulsli
Katie  Schoolov

Brain-Eating Amoeba  KGT San Diego
Jonathan  Horn

Overcoming Breastfeeding Barriers  KPBS News
Kenny  Goldberg
Katie  Schoolov

Stopping Alzheimer's  KVVU-TV/FOX5
John  Huck
Gai  Phanalasy

Safe Sleeping  KGET
Kristin  Williams

RPM  univision KBNT 17
Daniela Guichenne
Criss Angel Lends Fame to Pediatric Cancer Fight  KVVU
Sean McAllister

Experimental Drug Gives Cancer Patient Hope  KGT
Robert Santos

Ella  Las Vegas Review-Journal
Rachel Aston

Only one in the world  CW6 News
Jenny Day

Kern County's Guardian Angel  KERO
Jacklyn Ochoa

Mammoth Discovery  KEYT
Kelsey Gerckens

News – Historic/Cultural - Single Story or Series

San Diego's Hidden Tunnels  KFMB CBS News 8, San Diego
Albert Columbo
Gene Kang
Scott Kavieff

Dare To Belize  NBC 7 San Diego
Liberty Zabala
75 years later, keeping Pearl Harbor memories alive  The San Diego Union-Tribune

Luis Cruz
Howard Lipin
Misael Virgen
Peter Rowe
Lauren Flynn
David Brooks

Destiny and Chicken on Route 66  Las Vegas Review-Journal

Rachel Aston

Lost sunken ship reappears 80 years later off Coronado  CW6 News

Gary Buzel

Legacies Collide in Las Vegas Vault  KVVU

Sean McAllister

An Intimate Look into a Post-Castro Cuba  NBC 7 San Diego

Candice Nguyen

Amazing May Composite  KMIR Palm Springs

Andrew Johnston

African refugee family left out in the cold, homeless, waiting for help  KGET

Brian Shlonsky

Ruins remain years after fire  KEYT

Tracy Lehr
**Tupac: His Last Ride**    KLAS-TV
Bill Roe
Vanessa Murphy

**World of Wonder - Morelia Michoacan**    KUSI NEWS
Andi Dukleth

**KGET September 11 15th Anniversary**    KGET
Michael Trihey

**Humanitarian crisis in Tijuana**    KFMB CBS News 8
Abigail Alford
Francisco Ramos-Moreno
Kenny McGregor

**Elvis Leaving Las Vegas**    KSNV
Sergio Avila
Kenny Ramis

**NUESTROS HEROES SUPER MAM**    KINC TV UNIVISION NEVADA
Any Areciga

**A Closer Look at the Life of Dolores Huerta**    KGET-TV, Ch. 17
Christina Lopez
Embracing the Cultural Traditions  KINC Univision Las Vegas
Eric Jimenez

High Life Living  KFMB-TV
Marcella Lee
Kenny McGregor

World of Wonder - Patzcuaro Michoacan  KUSI NEWS
Andi Dukleth

Underwater Tombstones Preserve La Jolla Cove Divers' Legacy  fox 5 san diego
Jordan  whitley

News - Human Interest - Single Story or Series

KPBS News: San Diego Homeless Project  KPBS News
Kris Vera-Phillips
Matt Bowler
Susan  Murphy

Rise in Domestic Violence  DesertSun.com
Marilyn Chung

Brycen's Make-A-Wish  KFMB
Miles Himmel
Destination Death Valley; A Scorching Seduction  KSNV
Gerard Ramalho
Chris Jones

Love On A Leash  KPBS News
Kenny Goldberg
Kris Arciaga

Right Place, Right Time  San Diego County Sheriff's Department
Michael G Kurtz
Melissa Aquino

COWAN & CROOKS IN RIO  KSNV
Reed Abplanalp-Cowan
Adrian Crooks

Saving Lives And Recovering Bodies At The U.S.-Mexico Border  KPBS
Jean Guerrero

Raising Zachary  FOXS Las Vegas (KVVU)
Abigail Theodros

Inspirational Uber Driver  KSWB Fox 5 San Diego
Erica Fox
Rafael Morales
Kris Arciaga
Avalanche Dog  KSNV-TV
Denise  Rosch
George  Enrique Romero

Ryan STRONG  KUSI-TV
ELIZABETH ALVAREZ-ESCOBAR

Living without a home  DesertSun.com
Marilyn Chung

Firefighters Brighten Christmas for Victims They Rescued  CW6
NATASHA SWEATTE

Mike McKinnon: Nice Guy of the Year  KUSI
Douglas Friedman
Bob Sexton
Kyle  Wilcox
Michael McKinnon III
Michael McKinnon Jr.

Girl kept in a cage now helping others  KEYT
Tracy Lehr

A Second Chance at Life  KSNV-TV
Christine Kim
LOS HIJOS DE LA FRONTERA  TELEMUNDO 33
Francisco Fajardo-Nungaray
ROBERTO ROMERO

A surprise for Riley Rose  CBS Local 2
Brooke Beare
Chris Tarpening

Jalen’s Gift  KSNV
Michelle Velez
Leilani Roundtree

Queens of the Desert  The Desert Sun
Zoë Meyers

MARCADOS POR EL DESTINO  KINC TV UNIVISION NEVADA
Jorge Avila
Rafael Contreras
Eduardo Vargas
Evelyn Pardo-Vinat
Gabriel Preciado

SDPD Officer: ‘I’m Transgender’  City of San Diego Communications Dept.
Shea Johnson
Jane Andreasik
Honor Guard Training  City of San Diego Communications Dept.
Shea Johnson
Nicole Darling

VISTA PERDIDA, VISIN OBTENIDA  KINC TV UNIVISION NEVADA
Juan Ulises Juarez
ANTHONY AVELLANEDA

Max O'Brien is Turning Heads in the Weight Room  KGTV ABC10 San Diego
Steve Atkinson

SO'ADOR CON SUE'OS: Dreamer with Dreams  KBLR TELEMUNDO LAS VEGAS
ANTONIO RODRIGUEZ

REGALO DE VIDA  KINC TV UNIVISION NEVADA
Jorge Avila
Rosario Grajales
Gabriel Preciado

Silent Drowning  KSNV
Kelsey Pizzi

In Their Words  KNSD - NBC SAN DIEGO
Greg Bledsoe

Gang Banging at 10, out at 13  Las Vegas Review-Journal
Rachel Aston
How a girl born at 2 pounds became a happy boy  The San Diego Union-Tribune
Luis Cruz
Howard Lipin
Lara Hochuli
Peter Rowe

Sealing The Record  Las Vegas Review-Journal
Rachel Aston

Homecoming: A uniquely American tradition  The San Diego Union-Tribune
Peggy Peattie
Lauren Flynn

Navigating a World Without Sight  Las Vegas Review-Journal
Rachel Aston

A Different Kind Of Charity  Las Vegas Review-Journal
Rachel Aston

A local brotherhood  KGET - TV 17
Alexander Fisher
**Padres Pedal The Cause**  
San Diego Padres  
Kevin Dodge  
Randy Wesley  
Erik Meyer  
Brendan Nieto  
Nial Nelson-Hopkins  
Wayne Partello  
Sandy O'Toole

**Explore San Diego**  
FOX 5 San Diego  
Ruby Chen

**Pay phones: Is that still a thing?**  
The San Diego Union-Tribune  
Daniel Wheaton

**Dolphin Trainer for the day**  
KUSI-TV  
Michael Saucedo

**Foster Parents of Special Needs Kids**  
Telemundo Valle Central  
Norma Ontiveros

**Cathedral Picture**  
NBC 7  
Steven Luke

**MEET MINI MAYWEATHER: A Pint-Sized Powerhouse**  
KVVU TV  
Rachel Smith
Woody Goes Home       XETV/CW6 News
Nancy   Aziz
Juventino Mata

The World's Oldest Working Female Impersonator       KMIR
MANNYDELA ROSA

Jailhouse Yoga       KLAS
NEBYOU SOLOMON
Vanessa Murphy

Zach Horvath: The World's Storyteller       The Block TV
Melvin   Parker

One dad, two moms, four boys       CW6 News
Jenny Day

9/11 Rescue Truck Comes to San Diego       CW6 News
Gary Buzel

Young People Making the Difference       CW6 News
Carlos Correa

A Hero's Life       KUSI-TV
Dave Scott
Deported mother makes new life in Tijuana  The San Diego Union-Tribune
Lauren Flynn
Peggy Peattie
Luis Cruz

Meet the Libertarians  KNSD San Diego
Dan Geduld

RACE FOR THE WHITE HOUSE 2016 - TRUMP VS. CLINTON  FOX 5 San Diego
Andrew Luria

Trump Rally Turns Violent  KSWB
Robert Burns

Dead man on construction site casts doubt on 'broken' OSHA system  FOX5 Las Vegas
Adam Herbets
Jason Westerhaus

This Interview is Over!  KGTB
Emily Valdez

Health District fails on inspections and covers it up  KLAS
George Knapp
Matthew Adams
**Bernie Sanders visits the Coachella Valley**
KESQ News Channel 3

Zak Dahlheimer
Christopher R. Flicker

**REPUBLICAN CONVENTION IN CLEVELAND**
KUSI-TV

Michael Saucedo

**Carpet Recyling Flaws**
KBAK-TV

Carol Ferguson
Steve Mills

**Attempted Attack to Donald Trump**
KINC Univision Las Vegas

Eric Jimenez

**Nevada Special Legislative Session Vote**
KSNV

Jeff Gillan
Chad Graves

**Justice Delayed**
KSNV-TV

Ray Arzate
Sergio Avila

**The One Vote Difference**
KBAK-TV

Kyle Harvey

**A Streetlight Snafu**
KLAS

Michelle Mortensen
Sarita Kichok
News - Religion - Single Story or Series

**Angeles y Demonios**  KINC Univision Las Vegas
Eric Jimenez
Jorge Avila
Rafael Henriquez

**Atheism 101**  KNSD San Diego
Dan Geduld

**Muslim woman forced to leave Strip restaurant**  KTNV
Parker Collins
Joshua Panas
John DiMarco

**UNTIL I SEE JESSE AGAIN**  FOX5 LAS VEGAS
CHRISTINE MADDELA
Ray Arzate

**Inmates embrace faith and a successful spiritual prison program to change their lives**  KERO-TV/23ABC
Kenneth Mashinchi
Noe Gonzalez

**Festivals of Nepal - Tihar**  Creative Heights Entertainment
Jaswant Shrestha
Las Vegas Church Labeled as Hate Group

NEBYOU SOLOMON
Vanessa Murphy

CON LA MORENITA EN LA PIEL

ANTONIO RODRIGUEZ

News - Military - Single Story or Series

Listen To Our Veterans

Bridget Naso

Thunderbirds: Nevada's Sky Cowboys

Katie Boer

Golden Hawks Return

Kelsey Gerckens

What could have saved these veterans?

Luis Cruz
Jeanette Steele
Lara Hochuli
Hayne Palmour IV

A STRONG HERO

Hannah Mullins
DOLPHIN DEATHS, WAS THE NAVY RESPONSIBLE?  KNSD NBC7
JW August

Vietnam Veteran: Building to Forget  KLAS-TV
Katie Boer

USMC Immersion Training: Combat Ready  CBS News 8-KFMB
Nichelle Medina
Kenny McGregor

Camp Pendleton: Where the Bison Roam  CBS News 8- KFMB TV
Nichelle Medina
Kenny McGregor

The Purple Heart Conundrum  KLAS
Michelle Mortensen
Sarita Kichok

The Enemy Within  CW6 News
Amy DuPont
Travis Griffin

Pearl Harbor Survivor Remembers "Day That Will Live In Infamy"  CBS Local 2
Kris Long
News - Technology - Single Story or Series

Team 10 reveals iPhone technology to first responders  KGTV
Melissa Mecija

Tips and tricks for a stronger WiFi connection  CBS Local 2
Kelley Moody
Kent Kay

LA LLAMA DEL AMOR CON UN CLICK   KINC TV UNIVISION NEVADA
Jorge Avila
Juan Ulises Juarez

I Know  Where Your Cat Lives  KGTV
Emily Valdez

Flood Spot App: Does it Work?  KLAS-TV
Katie  Boer

Technology to preserve water in Lake Mead   KINC Univision Las Vegas
Eric Jimenez
Sports - News Single Story or Series

**EN BUSCA DE LA GLORIA**  KINC TV UNIVISION NEVADA
Eduardo Vargas
Kathia Lopez-Santos
Rafael Henriquez

**UNLV FOOTBALL - NO PAIN, NO GAIN**  KVVU-TV FOX 5 LAS VEGAS
Kevin Bolinger
Robbie Hunt

**VEGAS WANTS HOCKEY - NASHVILLE'S BLUEPRINT**  KVVU-TV FOX 5 LAS VEGAS
Kevin Bolinger
Jason Westerhaus

**Keepin' Tabs: Season 1, Episode 12**  Fox Sports San Diego
Tabitha Lipkin

**Rio Olympics**  NBC 7
Steven Luke

**UNVEILING OF THE NHL NAME**  KBLR TELEMUNDO LAS VEGAS
Frederik Oldenburg Flores
Small Town Knockout  KGET
Tabatha Mills

Racing Teacher  KGTV
Steve Smith

A Field of Its Own  KGTV, 10News
Joe Little

NBA Hall of Famer Witnesses, Makes History in Racially Charged 1968 Olympics  KSNV
Amber Dixon

How Muhammad Ali uniquely shaped the lives of two Las Vegans  KSNV
Amber Dixon

That's so Malcom  The San Diego Union-Tribune
Sharon Heilbrunn
David Brooks
Alejandro Tamayo

Road to Raider Nation Relocation  KLAS
Jon Tritsch

Fantasy Football  KSNV
Sergio Avila
Ray Arzate
Aztec Fan Midwest Television/KFMB
Jon Stinebaugh

Big League Dreams CW6 News
Amy DuPont
Travis Griffin

The Heart of a Team Manager KSBY
Derek Opina

The USS Midway Wasn't Built For This KGT, 10News
Joe Little
Steve Fedoriska

GIRL POWER & THE BEAUTIFUL BOY KSNV
Reed Abplanalp-Cowan
Adrian Crooks

Sports - Daily or Weekly Program or Special

Life on the Line: It's About the Journey Mound City Films
Patricia Kelikani
James Pendorf
Erik Edstrom
Michael Wolcott
Cosmin Cosma
**RebZone - Coach Fired**  
KVVU-TV  FOX 5 LAS VEGAS  
Kevin  Bolinger  
Robbie  Hunt

**RebZone - Aloha Edition**  
KVVU-TV  FOX 5 LAS VEGAS  
Kevin Bolinger  
Robbie  Hunt

**PADRES LIVE - HOME OPENER (4/4/16)**  
FOX Sports San Diego  
Steven  Rose  
Michael  Oddino  
Kimberly  Pletyak  
Jeffrey  Byle

**PADRES LIVE - ALL STAR SPECIAL SHOW (7/10/16)**  
FOX Sports San Diego  
Max Michalak  
Steven  Rose  
James  Tom  Connole  
Kimberly  Pletyak  
Jeffrey  Byle  
Henry  Ford

**PADRES POV - TOTAL ALL STAR COVERAGE**  
FOX Sports San Diego  
Ryan  Sterton  
Michelle  Margaux  
Jeffrey  Byle  
Andrew  Hartley
Behind The Vegas Ice  Levy Production Group
Jacquie Levy

PADRES LIVE - DICK ENBERG FINAL GAME (10/2/16)  FOX Sports San Diego
Nicholas Davis
Tyler Sellars
Steven Rose
Kimberly Pletyak

FOX5 Speedway Saturday Night 2016  KVVU-TV, Mererdith Corp.
Kristin Bernal
Kevin Bolinger
Robbie Hunt

Game Time Ready  Loma Media
John DeBello

Sports - Interview/Discussion
CUP OF COFFEE WITH WIL MYERS  FOX Sports San Diego
Jeffrey Byle
Kimberly Pletyak
Jacob Santos
2016 Monster Energy Cup      Feld Motor Sports
Michael Prince
Dave Prater
Kenyon Blower
Chris Bond
Jeff Manhart
Tim A. Watson
Doreen Murray
Brian Lockwood

PADRES GAME - OPENING DAY FOX Sports San Diego
Jason Lewis
Michael Oddino
Kimberly Pletyak
Jeffrey Byle
Henry Ford

PADRES GAME - DICK ENBERG FINAL GAME AT HOME (9/29/16)      FOX Sports San Diego
Nicholas Davis
Michael Oddino
Kimberly Pletyak
Henry Ford
Jason Lewis
PADRES GAME - SCHIMPF WALK-OFF (8/19/2016)  FOX Sports San Diego

Nicholas Davis
Max Michalak
Michael Oddino
Kimberly Pletyak
Henry Ford

Documentary

19 MEMORIES - A TRIBUTE TO TONY GWYNN  FOX Sports San Diego

Jacob Santos
Mark Sweeney
Henry Ford
Jeffrey Byle
Kimberly Pletyak

Life on the Line: San Bernardino  Strong Mound City Films

Keturah Reed
Michael Wolcott
Erik Edstrom
Cosmin Cosma
Patricia Kelikani

Our Chest of Dreams  VegasPBS

Gary Williams
Jeremy Helal
Matt Christensen
SPOTLIGHT: DICK ENBERG: THE STORY OF MY LIFE  FOX Sports San Diego

Tom Catlin

DICK ENBERG

The Border  FOXS LAS VEGAS

Christine Maddela
Rich Scallan
Ray Arzate

CHRISTOPHER GOSS

Framp Camp: A Day in the Life of Dwayne Frampton Jr.  Diysto LLC

DJ Summitt
Palmer Brown

Education/Schools - Program/Special

Renaissance Music Academy teacher helps children find their passion  Las Vegas Review-Journal

Michael Quine

Remade In California: California Job Training  TVGuestpert

Pat Pattison
Jacquie Jordan  Del Heintz
Stephanie Cobian
Anthony Lamonea
Arts/Entertainment - Program/Special

San Diego Tonight Show # 4  Pacific Dream Co.
Jerry Cesak
Tommy Sablan
Pamela Cesak
Fred Ashman
Carla Jean Hockley

San Diego Tonight Show #3  Pacific Dream Company, Inc
Jerry Cesak
Tommy Sablan
Pamela Cesak
Fred Ashman
Carla Jean Hockley

Silent Film San Diego - The Fitness & Figure Competitor Divas - Episode 3  Joshua Benjamin Pettis
Entertainment
Joshua Benjamin Pettis

Soldier Songs  KPBS
Timothy Powell
John Decker
David Bennett
Shaun Sauer
San Diego Youth Symphony - Road to China  Production Center for Documentary and Drama

Timothy Powell

Carnival Cabaret Special  KMIR - Palm Springs, CA

Joseph Martin

MORE Access: All Star Edition  KVVU

Sean McAllister

Dennis Caldwell

Rachel Smith

Palm Springs Short Fest Preview Show  KPSE Palm Springs

Andrew Johnston

27th Annual Palm Springs International Film Festival Red Carpet Show  KESQ News Channel 3

Bianca Rae

Alexandra Pawelski

ARIOANE STROSCHBEIN

Kari Samuelson

Christopher R. Flicker

Kent Kay

Sarah-Jayne Simon

Dante Walker

Patrick Iachetta

Jonathan Hirschbein
Comic-Con 2016 Takes Over San Diego  KSWB Fox 5 San Diego

Donna Winnick

Unherd - Episode 27  Unherd
Scott Richison
Alex Zaragoza
Michael Halloran
Jeffrey Terich
Lito Buendia

The Treehouse Episode 2  Totally.TV
Jenn Barlow

The Treehouse Episode 1  Totally.TV
Jenn Barlow
Katie Burks
Rachel Albedo

Interview/Discussion - Program or Special
Explore TO - Boulderdash Indoor Rock Climbing Gym  City of Thousand Oaks, TOTV  Richard D. Swingler (Richard Swingler)
19 MEMORIES - A TRIBUTE TO TONY GWYNN    FOX Sports San Diego
Jacob Santos
Mark Sweeney
Henry   Ford
Jeffrey   Byle
Kimberly Pletyak

SDLIVE - EPISODE 111 - DICK ENBERG    FOX Sports San Diego
LOY MAXON
James   Tom Conole
Mike Pomeranz
Kimberly Pletyak
Jeffrey   Byle

Remade In California: Toxic Relationships in the Workplace    TVGuestpert
Pat Pattison
Jacquie Jordan
Del Heintz
Stephanie Cobian
Anthony Lamonea

KINC 15 - NEVADA LAS VEGAS BEGONA SEVILLA_ ENTREVISTA A LUCY FLORES, EX MEMBER OF THE NEVADA ASSEMBLY    KINC
BEGONA MARIA FERNANDEZ
Trending Vegas City of Las Vegas-KCLV
David Riggleman

Interview/Discussion - Program or Special

NV Senate Debate Post Analysis Show  KLAS-TV
Ian Russell
Patrick Walker
DAVE COURVOISIER
Christanne Klein

PADRES SEASON PREVIEW - ANDY GREEN  FOX Sports San Diego
Tyler Sellars
Max Michalak
Kimberly Pletyak
Jeffrey Byle

Health/Science - Program or Special

Type 1 Diabetes Patient Climbs to New Heights Despite Disease  UC San Diego Health
Yadira Galindo
Michelle Brubaker
Stories of The Sharp Experience, Episode 15  Badami and Associates

Michael Badami
Susan Boyles
Erika Caampued
Michael Crawford
Lynn Kelly
Jessica Nahama
June Satler
Rich Underwood

Life on the Line: Ebola Warriors  Mound City Films

Maranatha Hay
Calvin Chuang
Michael Wolcott
Erik Edstrom
Cosmin Cosma

YOUR HEALTH MATTERS SPECIAL AUGUST 2016  KMIR NEWS

Janet Zappala

Historical/Cultural - Program or Special

Our Desert Past KMIR / KPSE

Ross Becker
San Diego's Historic Places  Sevilla Productions, LLC/KPBS-TV

Elsa Sevilla
Guillermo Sevilla

Outdoor Nevada - Episode Saddle Up  Vegas PBS

Fabiana Ubbee
John Burke
Heather Caputo
John Lloyd
Hayley Etter
Matt Christensen
Jeremy Helal

Secrets of the Desert; Cars, Characters and Route 66  KSNV

Gerard Ramalho
Chris Jones

LA MORENITA  KBLR TELEMUNDO LAS VEGAS

Aurelia Fierros

Informational/Instructional - Program or Special

EN EL CUMPLIMIENTO DEL DEBER  KINC TV UNIVISION NEVADA

Jorge Avila
Olga Janette Mata
A Growing Passion - Beneficial Insects  AGP Productions
Marianne  Gerdes

A Growing Passion - Flowers and Floats - The Rose Parade  AGP Productions
Marianne Gerdes

A Growing Passion - Bye Bye Grass  AGP Productions
Marianne Gerdes

Framp Camp: 3 Cone High Knees  Diystro LLC
DJ Summitt

District Elections In Garden Grove  Garden Grove TV3
Marie  Moran
Jeffrey  Davis

APPROACHES AT THE PLATE WITH ALAN ZINTER AND MARK SWEENEY  FOX Sports San Diego
Mark Sweeney
Nicholas Davis
Jason  Lewis
Michael  Oddino
Kimberly  Pletyak
Henry  Ford

How to Start a Petition  National Merchants Association
Han Parker
Magazine Program/Special

PADRES ALL STAR MEMORIES  FOX Sports San Diego
Tom Catlin

Heart of Vegas-Episode 6  Levy Production Group
Jacquie Levy

PADRES SEASON PREVIEW  FOX Sports San Diego
Max  Michalak
Tyler  Sellars
Kimberly Pletyak
Jeffrey  Byle

PADRES POV - EPISODE 14  FOX Sports San Diego
Ryan Sterton
Michelle Margaux
Jeffrey  Byle
Andrew Hartley

Short Format Program

Mourning Michael  Amalgamated Grommets
Marianne Bates
Toni Towe
DESOCUPAR LOS ALBERGUES: Clear the Shelters KBLR TELEMUNDO LAS VEGAS

Xochitl Sandoval

Desperadas Dave Oleary Films
David Oleary

Love Is No news Dave Oleary Films
David Oleary

The Answer Amalgamated Grommets
Marianne Bates

When Wrong Is Right Top of the Line Media
Kevin Caulfield

Running Man Challenge San Diego County Sheriff’s Department
Michael Kurtz
Sammy Castanon

The List Amalgamated Grommets
Michael Towe
Michael Brueggemeyer
Marianne Bates

Con Boys A Focus Group
Ryan Casselman
That is My CASA  

De Facto Fiction Films

Paul Alexander

Military - Program or Special

Workshops for Warriors: Scott and Michelle  

M2 Digital Post Inc.

Michael Towe

Amanda DiSilvestro

Public/Current/Community Affairs - Program or Special

DURO GOLPE A LAS ORDENES EJECUTIVAS  

KINC TV UNIVISION NEVADA

Gabriel Preciado

Rafael Henriquez

BEGONA MARIA SEVILLA FERNANDEZ

Jorge Avila

Black History Month in San Diego  

NBC 7 San Diego

Lori Brown

Gene Cubbison

Susan Woolley

JW August

Underground Economy San Bernardino County  

District Attorney's Office

Christopher Lee
Politics NOW: Guns, agents & intimidation  KLAS-TV

Ian Russell
Steve Sebelius
Patrick Walker

Ending Homelessness, A Light at the End of the Tunnel  KCLV-TV

David Riggleman

Heart of Vegas- Episode 4  Levy Production Group

Jacquie Levy

Special Events Coverage (other than News or Sports)

New Year's Eve: Countdown to 2017  KLAS-TV

Ian Russell
Kirsten Joyce
Troy Christensen
Henry Vazquez
Brian Loftus
Gene A. Sugano
Peter Lipphardt
Kody Stover
Tim Foley
Bill Roe
Explore TO - Conejo Valley Days 60th Anniversary  
City of Thousand Oaks, TOTV
Richard D. Swingler

ALL-STAR LIVE (7/9/16) FOX Sports San Diego
Steven Rose
Max Michalak
Kimberly Pletyak
Jeffrey Byle
Henry Ford

Unity Concert starring Kenny Loggins  
Santa Barbara Production Group
Jeff Martin

2016 San Bernardino County Police Officer Memorial  
San Bernardino County District Attorneys Office
Christopher Lee

PADRES LIVE - DICK ENBERG FINAL GAME AT HOME (9/29/16)  
FOX Sports San Diego
Steven Rose
Kimberly Pletyak
Nicholas Davis
Michael Oddino

Cox Presents: A Salute to Teachers  
Cox Communications
Carla Jean Hockley
Deborah Davis-Gillespie
Celebrate Las Vegas 2017  KSNV
Mark Neerman
Kristine Mastodonato

13 Days of Giving Finale  Scripps
Joshua Panas
Danny Chebanenko
Todd Quinones

Lifestyle Program - Program/Special

Music, fashion, cars and retro fun mark Las Vegas rockabilly gathering  Las Vegas Review-Journal
Michael Quine

Outdoor Nevada - Episode Howdy Partner  Vegas PBS
Fabiana Ubben
John Burke
Heather Caputo
John Lloyd
Hayley Etter
Brian Siegel
Jeremy Helal

CROSSING SOUTH: HISTORY BAJA FOOTBALL  CENTURION5 PRODUCTIONS
Jorge Meraz
**Mud vs Food**  San Diego Padres

Kevin Dodge
Daniel Canepa
Randy Wesley
Wayne Partello
Brendan Nieto
Nial Nelson-Hopkins
Erik Meyer

**Taste of TO - Billy Dz Backyard BBQ**  City of Thousand Oaks, TOTV

Richard D. Swingler

**Private Islands: Laamu**  AWE TV

Tabitha Lipkin

**Private Islands: St. Lucia**  AWE TV

Tabitha Lipkin

**Garden Grove Pride 2015**  Garden Grove TV3

Marie Moran
Jeffrey Davis
Arti Nehru
**Sam the Cooking Guy - My Favorite Things Day** Channel 4 San Diego

Sandra Torres
Shannon Hull
Michael Spaulding
Sam Zien

**MORE: Hopelessly Devoted to GREASE! KVVU**

Lori Parker
Sean McAllister
Rachel Smith

**Hottest Homes on the Central Coast with Naomi** Hottest Homes on the Central Coast

Naomi Westgard

**Technology - Program/Special**

**KCID SpaceShipTwo Rollout** KGET

Jim Scott

**Community/Public Service (PSAs) - Single Spot/Campaign**

**Garden Grove Animal Care Services** Garden Grove TV3

Marie Moran
Jeffrey Davis
Indistinguishable - PSA  Top of the Line Media

Kevin Caulfield
Jesse Barron
Ryan Beaton
Kristina Kalchev

Breast Cancer Can't Stop San Diegans 2016 Campaign  KFMB-TV CBS 8

Patricia Elwood

Love Your Heart  KGT

Shirstie Gaylor
Leila Stilwell

House of Turkey  Wacia Digital

Tuba Gokcek
Sinan Debre

Playtime Cinemotion Pictures

Kristina Kalchev
Ryan Beaton
Kevin Caulfield
Jesse Barron

First 5 San Diego - Activites PSAMJE Marketing

Marlee J Ehrenfeld
Father & Son - Closed Captioning KVVU
Sergio Rodriguez
Levy Lemus

Bus to the Beach PSA City of Thousand Oaks, TOTV
Richard Swingler

First 5 San Diego - Talk, Read, Sing PSA MJE Marketing
Marlee J Ehrenfeld

Chula Vista - 3,000 Mile Myth PSA MJE Marketing
Marlee J Ehrenfeld

Vote San Diego KFMB-TV CBS 8
Patricia Elwood

Did You Know? - "Procedural Justice" Digital OutPost - Commission on POST
Dane Wygal
Jan Bullard
Larry Ellsworth
Raegan Matthews

Mosquitoes, Mosquitoes Protect Your Family County News Center
Suzanne Bartole
Just Vote       City of Las Vegas, KCLV-TV

David  Riggleman

Alzheimer's Affects Everyone  Cox Media

Gabe  Rivera

Tony  Gross

Garden Grove Police Accident Reduction Campaign  Garden Grove TV3

Jeffrey  Davis

Marie  Moran

Promotion - News Promo - Single Spot

Super Bowl 50 Halftime Spot  KLAS-TV

NIKKI  WASSERMAN

Henry  Vazquez

Peter  Lipphardt

DAVID  ISBELL

NBC 7 News Image "Expect It"  KNSD NBC 7

Heather Luskie

Dylan Gerber

Erik Naso

Eddie Wohl
GOLD BUTTE  KSNV-TV
Roger  Sandoval

Need for Speed  KSNV-TV
Willie  Garrett

Start With Us  KGTV
Shirstie Gaylord
Leila  Stilwell

Thank You Southern California Firefighters  KESQ, News Channel 3 - The Desert's News Leader
Kent Kay

NBC 7 Weather Image "You Can't Get Weather Like This"  KNSD NBC 7
Heather Luskie
Dylan Gerber
Erik Naso
Edward Wohl

Choking 911  KFMB
Brian  Thole

fat pets ksnv
Collette Garber

NBC 7 Rio Summer Olympics Digital coverage  KNSD NBC 7
Joshua  Kleppinger
GUARDING OJ  KSNV-TV
Collette Garber

From Outer Space  KLAS-TV
Henry Vazquez
DAVID ISBELL
Gene A. Sugano
Peter Lipphardt

Mejor informado solo a las once  KINC TV UNIVISION NEVADA
Angel Covarrubias
Julio Abarca

Concussion  KFMB
Donna M Dube

YEAR IN REVIEW CW  KVCW-TV
Willie Garrett

Promotion - News Promo - Campaign/Image

KFMB SAN DIEGO NIGHTS  KFMB-TV
Michael Stewart
Who’s Up With Us?    KFMB
Donna M Dube

Tedd Said    KLAS-TV
Gene A. Sugano
Henry Vazquez

KESQ ITeam Image Promo    Gulf California Broadcast Company
Kent Kay
Joel Aponte

NBC 7 News Is    KNSD NBC 7
Tara Jelnicki

KINC 15- UNIVISION NEVADA LAS VEGAS_ LIDERES EN EL ESTADO_NEWS PROMO    KINC 15
UNIVISION LAS VEGAS -NEVADA
BEGONA MARIA SEVILLA FERNANDEZ
Jorge Avila
Gabriel Preciado

Shared Vision    KGTV
Shirstie Gaylord
Leila Stilwell
NBC 7 Advocates: Investigate, Respond  KNSD NBC 7
Heather Luskie
Dylan Gerber
Erik Naso
Tara Jelnicki
Eddie Wohl

ELECTION NIGHT CAMPAIGN  KSNV-TV
Collette Garber
Roger Sandoval

Good Day Jingle  KLAS-TV
NIKKI WASSERMAN
Henry Vazquez
Peter Lipphardt

Chopper 8 Image  KFMB
Brian Thole

Finding Fairways: Camp Good Grief and Beyond  San Bernardino County District Attorney's Office
Christopher Lee

PADRES OPENING DAY 2016  FOX Sports San Diego
Cheryl Gorman
Henry Ford
EVERY SEAT HAS A STORY  FOX Sports San Diego

Cheryl Gorman
Henry Ford

You Ask. We Investigate.  KMIR Palm Springs
Andrew Johnston

WHEREVER YOU GO  FOX Sports San Diego

Cheryl Gorman
Henry Ford

NARCOS LA SERIE  KINC TV UNIVISION NEVADA

Oscar Campos
Fabian Saldivar
Cesar Cardenas
Sol Binkier
Julio Abarca
Patrick Nuñez

Prep Pigskin Report 2016 Promo  KUSI News

Michael McKinnon III
Kyle Wilcox

GOLDEN GLOBE CONTEST  KSNV-TV
Willie Garrett
Commercial - Single Spot

KINC 15 - NEVADA LAS VEGAS_ EL CANELO ALVAREZ_COMMERCIAL _SINGLE SPOT
UNIVISION LAS VEGAS -NEVADA BEGONA MARIA SEVILLA FERNANDEZ Jorge Avila
Gabriel Preciado

USS Midway Museum: Photo Fun NBC 7 San Diego
Kerrie Briggs
Andy Larson
Erin MacCourtney

We Are Proud To Work For You National Merchants Association
Han Parker

Findlay Toyota Fantasy Draft KLAS-TV
Peter Lipphardt
Gene A. Sugano
**Padres Membership**  San Diego Padres

Kevin  Dodge

Brendan Nieto

Wayne  Partello

Daniel  Canepa

Nial  Nelson-Hopkins

Katie  Jackson

Randy  Wesley

Darryl  Mendoza

JJ Quinn

Nicole  Miller

**Lets Grow Together**  National Merchants Association

Han Parker

**Candlelighters Superhero 5K with Chet Buchanan**  KLAS TV

Gene A. Sugano

**USD Champions of Change**  KFMB-TV CBS 8

Patricia Elwood

**Lemonade Stand**  Cox Media

Ken Grandlund

**CADILLAC LAS VEGAS**  KSNV-TV

Willie  Garrett
Palomar College Spot Spring 2017  Palomar College Television

Bill Wisneski

Pabst Blue Ribbon - American Traditions  Groovy Like a Movie

Brent  Altomare

Car Wedding  KESQ

Isning  Gamez


Michael  Towe

Lord of the Cars  KUNA

Isning Gamez

UC San Diego Health - Jacobs Medical Center Digital Mapping Video  UC San Diego Health

Aaron Byzak

Michelle Brubaker

UC San Diego Health Employee Thank You  Vidzu Media

Josh Guffey

KAABOO 2016  Cox Media

Ken Grandlund
Commercial – Campaign

Opening of UC San Diego Jacobs Medical Center UC San Diego Health
Aaron Byzak
Michelle Brubaker

San Diego County Fair - Mad About the Fair Spanish Campaign Groovy Like a Movie
Brent Altimare
Ryan Trenhaile
Sisco Estrada
Stephen Scavulli

KFM*BFM Switch KFMB
MichaelStewart

Tri-City Medical Center - Campaign NBC 7 San Diego
Kerrie Briggs
Andy Larson
Erin MacCourtney

Cymer Founders & Cymer Foosball NBC 7 San Diego
Kerrie Briggs
Andy Larson
Erin MacCourtney
Blake Miller
Laura Eklo
Mira Costa College TV Campaign
Mark Satuloff

#WhyIAmAProsecutor Campaign
Christopher Lee

Charities_Walter Clark legal Group
Gustavo Ibarra
Edgardo Gazcon
Walter Clark
Harold Asher

For the Best
Isning Gamez

Where The News Comes First Image
Andrew Johnston

Tradition Continues
Isning Gamez

San Diego County Fair - Mad About the Fair
Brent Altomare
Ryan Trenhaile
Stephen Scavulli
Sisco Estrada
Findlay Toyota Olympics        KLAS-TV

Peter       Lipphardt

Gene        A. Sugano